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Vale Lorraine Collings
(22/8/1940 - 13/12/2009)

The club notes and

expresses its deep

sadness at the news of

the passing of Lorraine

Collings late Sunday

night after suffering a

heart attack Saturday

night.

Lorraine was rushed to

Frankston hospital in

the early hours of

Sunday morning with

chest pains, and later

transferred to Monash were she spoke briefly with her family

before going into theatre; unfortunately surgeons were unable

to complete the surgery before she passed away, late Sunday

night

Lorraine was at Dunlop Road on the Saturday afternoon and

was her usual cheery self, having time to talk with those who

stopped to say hello. Since the death of her husband; Ivan

(Ike), nearly three years ago Lorraine continued to regularly

attend our races at Dunlop Road and METEC and intended to

attend the Christmas handicap this week.

Lorraine was a stalwart of domestic cycling in Victoria, a

mainstay of the Carnegie Caulfield Cycling Club, a supporter

of Eastern Vets and a mentor and friend to those who knew

her. Her involvement in Victorian cycling being recognised at

the Victorian Cyclist of the Year Awards this year where she

was awarded a Meritorious Medal for outstanding service to

Victorian Cycling.

The cycling community will miss Lorraine, an enthusiastic

supporter and tireless worker for cycling.

Our sympathies are extended to Lorraine's family at this time

Race report

As most will be aware racing on Saturday was cancelled due to

the presence of a factory outlet clothing sale that made

conditions too dangerous to race; increased traffic, parked &

parking cars and pedestrians crossing the road laden with

bargains hazards that made racing untenable.

So for your entertainment and enlightenment I bring you Nigel

Frayne’s tales of the weekend prior - The Tour of Bright.

Tour of Bright  (Nigel Frayne)

I'm Masters 6+ but don't be fooled these guys are pretty awesome

riders.  Best I can hope for is to finish and if I'm lucky not be last.

Stage 1
We roll out of Ovens for an 80km loop finishing back in Bright.

There's a good atmosphere as we roll through the neutral zone -

heh! Just like in Le Tour - so will the attacks be on when the flag

drops? Nope! Like a good and wise bunch of old crusties we

dawdle along with the occasional nervous push on the rolling

hills. No-one is prepared to work any pace. As a result they (we)

let one guy eventually go to about 300m before I boldly roll up

and do some work. Two others started to help but we are the only

ones rolling turns. Eventually I've had enough and drop off to

prepare for the first climb, Rosewhite Gap, at the 18km mark.

Ouch! It's a 4.5km climb @ 4% and the pace is a bit hot for a few

of us (my average 24kph) - out the back we go but not too far.

With the group perhaps 100m ahead I hammer the descent with

another guy and get back on - relief! I hook onto the back to

recover and settle in for the traverse across to Tawonga gap but

this was a warning of what is yet to come.

Once again our pace is slow, so slow we can enjoy the gorgeous

scenery and are then passed by the B Grade Women. Firstly a

breakaway of 4 ladies hammer past us followed bloody ages later

by the chasing pack. A bit further up there is an A Grade Woman

lying on the road - ambulances zoom past us a bit further down

the road. :-(

I notice my bidon is dangerously light and I kick myself for only

carrying one - I nearly always take two and notice most other

riders also have two - doh! Fortune smiles at the 56km mark

when we arrive at the 'feed zone'!  Like a true pro I snatch a bidon

full of sweet fresh H2O. Fantastic!  Now all I have to do is

hammer that 8km up Tawonga Gap @ 6.2% and teach these old

fogies a lesson.  Ouch again! Same deal, can't hang on and fall off

the back after about 500 metres.  Damn these guys can climb!  Do

my best to the top (average 15kph), hammer the descent :-) fun ....

but not before almost running into the back of a car that has

suddenly slowed in front of me to let me pass.  Nice of him to do

that but an indicator might have been helpful.  Disaster averted I

set about winding up that 50/11 - catch a couple of guys and work
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to the finish line, out sprint a guy who'd passed me on the

climb - cheeky and unnecessary but I can't help myself!

16th Place 5:45 down on the leaders already.

Stats:

Dist: 78.9k, Time: 2:38:40, Speed: avg. 30.2kph, max. 70kph

Cad: avg. - 86rpm, max - 119rpm

After a brief chat with a couple of friends I ride back to the

apartment, force down a banana sandwich and prepare the bike

for the ITT which starts in a bit over two hours. Our group

goes off first - cool - get to sit around all afternoon watching

others in pain!

Stage 2

16km ITT - yeouch!! Lost more time but did much better than

I expected - legs are dead, strong winds and it's bloody hilly,

have to keep taking a hand off the aero bars for shifting gears

mucks up your rhythm and almost puts me in the gravel. Now

the TT is not my favourite event - relentless pain and too much

pride to take it easy. We set off at 20 second intervals so I

know I'm gonna get passed pretty soon. But I didn't expect it to

be within the first kilometre! Well perhaps that's a slight

exaggeration but the first one to zoom by had started 40

seconds after me and had the full TT kit, carbon disc, 'sperm'

helmet and determined look in the eye. He was followed

shortly afterwards by the eventual stage winner who had

started yet another 40 seconds behind. I'm getting hammered!

Still, I'm not totally hopeless as I notice I'm drawing ever

closer to my 20 second man and am within striking range by

the turn around. However, he gets the chance to see my

progress and finds something on the return leg to pull back

some time but I do take some heart from picking up 6 seconds

on him - the smallest of victories are welcome. The winner

averages over 40kph - hmmm.

Still in 16th place, now over 9 minutes down.

Stats:

Dist: 15.8k, Time: 0:26:45, Speed: avg. 35.5kph max 58.5kph

Cad: avg. - 87rpm, max - 116rpm.

Heart Rate: avg. - 176bpm, max - 185bpm

Stage 3

Woke at 3:30am and drifted in and out of sleep until 6:30.

Might as well get up and try to eat something - coffee and

cornflakes hang heavy. Not feeling great I roll out for a 30

minute warm up forcing down another banana before drifting

over to the start. Ooooh, this is gonna be interesting, 25km out

through the valley before a 30km climb up Mt Hotham.

Once again the neutral zone is friendly and I have to say the

legs are feeling better than expected as the old body loosens

up. We're down to 20 riders and I'm thinking of trying to

escape at about the 10km mark to see if I can get a head start

before the climb. While things are relaxed two guys make a

break but it seems way too early, certainly for me, and we let

them go. I don't want to try to go solo so when another 'neutral'

rider attacks I jump on the wheel. But to no avail - we're drawn

back. The group seems wary of any more attacks and the pace

goes on for a bit with one of the Eurobodalla boys doing a very

long turn - hmm, team work? As soon as he rolls off the front

there's an attack. I've been sitting on John Lynch's wheel (a mate

from Eastern Vets) as he's been looking very toey and if I can get

away with him I'm in very good company. He jumps away with

me on his wheel in pursuit of the escapee but it seems three away

is too dangerous and we're all back together again, momentarily.

Immediately there's another breakaway and John goes again. I'm

tempted again but figure 3 will be too many again so I sit and

wait to see what happens.

Hmm, nothing happens as the duo start to pull away. I figure not

to chase John down and with some indecision and unwillingness

in the pack I decide to make a play. I take up position on the front

and gently drive the train along at a comfortable pace. If any of

these main contenders want to win this thing they're going to have

to come up and take control. On and on for about 5km I'm

basically soft pedalling, saving my legs and watching John

disappear over the horizon, now it's up to him to take his chance.

For me, I've missed my chance to get a head start before the climb

and I'm resigned to my fate. The first kilometre is steep then

settles into a steady rise averaging over 6%. I try desperately to

stay with them but decide there's too far to go for this game to

work in my favour. I decide to once again drop off and settle into

my own rhythm. As I approach The Meg (a 300m stretch @ 12%)

I shift into the 25T, well I try to, click click click and no go.

Damn! We've adjusted my set up to cope with the 11T for

yesterday's descent and now the other end of the cassette is

playing up. I decide to stop and make adjustments rather than die

a death on The Meg. It's time lost to a good cause and in she goes.

That 25T was just the ticket then and was even more vital up on

the higher reaches.

Onwards and ever upwards I push on, concentrating on my pedal

stroke, loosening the grip and sucking on the gel bottle. I'm

impressed as the B Grade Woman leader, caked in salt and sweat,

powers past me on a solo ride and shortly I have the pleasant

experience of managing to collect and pass one of my own group

who's pretty much blown. After 10km of climbing the gradient

flattens out for about 6km and I actually find myself on the big

ring - 30+kph! - gotta love that compact crank. But the joy is

short lived and rudely halted by a 750m pinch @ 7% - click click

click - where's that 25? Got it!

Ouch! That hurt. But not as much as CRB Hill some 2km further

up which kicks up to 10% for more than a kilometre. Now I'm in

real trouble and the speedo is reading single digits. I've been

slowly drawing past a steady stream of suffering riders from the

grades above but also being passed by various women who are

making good time from behind. We're now in the open and the

wind is becoming a factor but really it's all just a desperate grind

in and out of the saddle with a high rotation. There's a guy in the

ditch clasping a cramping thigh and suffering all around me.

Finally, finally, the last KOM mark is crested at Rene's Lookout

and in a bizarre twist I'm back in the big ring flying. The speedo's

reading 72.5kph! Have I blacked out? Snap out of it and brake

you idiot - sharp right hand hairpin!

The hair in the wind is short lived and once again there's a rude

awakening - the final pinch, 2km @ 9.4%. I'm back in single

digits and find the breath to ask a fellow sufferer 'how far, mate?'.

'Dunno, not far I think', he gasps. I can't remember anything other

than the sense that I'm on the top of the world with an almost 360

degree view of this gorgeous scenery under a sun filled blue sky.



Suddenly the pain subsides and the gradient flattens out, there's

a finish line or is it a mirage? 'Well done buddy' is the call and

it's all over. I've done it. Wow that is some climb on a pair of

old and tired legs.

What an awesome event, fantastic organisation, brilliant

weather and the company of some amazing riders. John has

succeeded in his breakaway and won the stage - good for him

and takes him from 4th to 2nd on aggregate. I've finished 20

minutes down for the day and some 28 minutes off the pace of the

overall winner. Better for the experience ... and not last!

Stats:

Dist: 55.4km, Time: 2:40:32, Speed: avg - 20.7kph, max 72.5k

Cad: avg. - 78rpm, max - 170rpm (ha! slight misread me thinks!)

Heart Rate: avg - 155bpm, max - 176bpm

Results

None

Officials
Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Thanks also to those who set up the course only

to have to pull it down again; John Thompson, Ian Jones, Mark Granland, Glen Pascal, Trevor Coulter, Dean Niclasen, Olivier

Pomie, Richard Plumb, Tony Rodriguez, Gavin Plummer, John Prichard, and  Peter Grey.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who

manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races, to Michael Paull, standing in for JC, who

brought the trailer along and Peter Mackie who was on hand with the drinks.

Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.  (but bring your bike, you just never know)

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday December 19 2:00pm METEC Christmas Handicap

Saturday December 26 No Racing

Saturday January 2 2:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races

Saturday January 9 2:00pm Graded Scratch Races

Monday February 1 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Tuesday Dec

Jan

15

5, 12, 19, 26

6:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races

Note : No entry to circuit before 5:00pm

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.

* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of

   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been

   paid.

No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to

the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday December 20 10:00am Avenal Rd, Seymour Merle Jamieson Christmas Handicap (48k)

Sunday December 27 No Racing

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday December 20 10:00am Kernot Graded Scratch Races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program

Note : Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by

the requisite fee.



Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

3/1/2010 Geelong Amy’s Ride

- www.amygillett.org.au

10/1/2010 Buninyong Australian Open Road Cycling Championships

Interested in watching the best battle it out, the club is looking at making a day of it, see Graeme

Parker (gandeparker9999@bigpond.com) or David McCormack (davemacq@bigpond.com)

to register your interest.

24/1/2010 Bright Audax Alpine Classic

- www.audax.org.au/public

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV – 3 Peak Challenge, 230k.

- www.bv.com.au/great-rides/42359

13-14/3/2010 Mansfield SCODY High Country Cycle Challenge

- www.bikevents.com.au

27/3/2010 Torquay Great Ocean & Otway Classic Ride

- www.supersprint.com.au

Race etiquette.

With the influx of new members, many new to racing, it may be an opportune time to refresh the etiquettes involved in club level

racing as they apply at Eastern Vets.

The one thing that we all need to keep in mind when racing with the club is that this is not the Pro Tour, we are not doing this as a

means of earning an income to feed ourselves and our families, we are doing this for fun (albeit a slightly weird definition of fun).

Safety is the club’s primary concern and it should be that of the membership also.

In the interest of safety we have a few ‘rules’ that we endeavour to ride by;

- Hold your line in any sprint

- Don’t overlap wheels

- Don’t pass on the left

- Don’t pass on the inside of a corner

- Stay out of the way of other races

- Don’t cross the centre line

‘Holding your line in a sprint’ does not mean you have to ride a straight line from the start of the sprint to the finish, it means that

you should not deviate wildly or suddenly from the line you are taking in the sprint.  There is always room to step out from behind

the wheel you are following to pass BUT do this gently and smoothly, and check (under the arm) that your action won’t put

another rider in the dirt before you make your move.

Overlapping wheels involves riding with your front wheel alongside the back wheel of the rider you are following.  Avoidance

action by the rider in front, standing up to relieve stress in the legs, or a wind gust, could move their back wheel the couple of

inches across into your front wheel. A touch of wheels will, nine out of ten times, result in the following rider falling.  There are

two schools of thought on following a wheel; either directly behind or offset to one side, whichever school you subscribe to

always trail the wheel ahead by a couple of inches to allow for deviations in tracking.

Sometimes passing on the left is unavoidable but should be undertaken with care, and (maybe except for sprints) the passee should

inform the passer that they are coming through on the left.  A simple call of “on your left!” enough to warn the rider ahead and

prevent them from cutting you off.

Passing on the inside of a corner IS NOT ON. Most of our cornering is to the left which means running up the left side of the

bunch, or a rider, on the approach to a left-hand corner is not to be done.  The club feels so strongly about this issue that any rider

caught doing it will be penalised; disqualified, suspended, fined or any combination of the three.

Staying out of the way of other races applies to criteriums where we have several races taking place in the same confined space.  A

faster bunch, when passing a slower bunch, must stay up the road (to the right) until the bunches are separated.  To achieve this the

lead rider of the faster bunch should stay ‘up the road’ for at least two-hundred metres after passing the lead rider of the slower

bunch, even if that means taking the long way round a corner.  The lead rider of the slower bunch should ease up a bit as soon as

they are aware of the faster bunch (either by being passed or hearing a call of “Riders Back!”) and allow the faster bunch to get



clear before resuming racing.  This applies to higher grades passing lower grades as well as to higher grades being passed by lower

grades (where this is permitted), if a higher grade is being passed, swallow your pride for a couple of minutes, let the other race

go, then if needs be pass them back. Show other groups the courtesy you expect to be shown yourselves.

Staying out of the way of other races also applies to dropped riders, or breakaway riders, using another race to enhance their

position.  This is not acceptable behaviour and may result in disqualification.  It is the responsibility of the rider gaining advantage

to avoid the situation where they are gaining that advantage - sit wide of the bunch.

Not crossing the centre line applies to any race on a public road - road races and criteriums at Dunlop Road.  All of the roads we

race on are narrow and winding with limited visibility up the road.  Not only is it illegal to cross a solid white line it is dangerous.

The club will not hesitate in disqualifying a rider who rides down the wrong side of the road.  There is only one exception to this

rule and that is in a sprint where the road has been closed for that sprint, BUT even in this situation riders are responsible for their

own safety and should ensure that the road is clear before using the right hand side.

General etiquette

There are a few other practices that are considered unfriendly and not in the spirit in which Eastern Vets races are conducted

If a bunch is rolling and/or taking turns it is considered good form to contribute to that activity and not to simply sit on the back of

the bunch and watch everybody else work up a sweat.  If one or two riders want to pose at the front that’s their prerogative, but if

the group is sharing the load then all should contribute.  It is considered extremely bad form to sit on a bunch then attack it (be it at

the finish or mid-race in an effort to garner a break).

In a handicap where the group (mark) is working as a team to stay away from, or catch up to, the other groups in the race it is

expected that all in the group will contribute equally to the quest.  If a rider is unable to match the requirements of the group it is

acceptable for them to sit on the back to recover a bit before returning to the rotation.  If a rider is unable to contribute they should

not get involved in the rotation but should sit on the back and recover until they are able to contribute.  There is nothing more

disruptive to a rolling bunch than a rider coming to the front and then not rolling over and doing their turn.  Other actions that

disrupt a rolling group include a rider surging when they get to the front of the ‘fast line’, causing a gap for the following riders,

and failing to back off (or worse; speeding up) in the ‘slow line’ thus preventing the next rider from coming through.

Deliberately interfering with a rolling bunch is not in the spirit in which the club races, if you do not want to assist the bunch then

sit on the back, don’t get into the rotation and disrupt it.

And of course sitting on a bunch in a handicap race then sprinting for the finish is seriously bad mojo, unless it’s not your bunch.

All of our road races are out and back circuits that involve ‘hotdog’ turns at either end, in graded scratch races these turns are

‘neutral’.  There is to be no attack of the bunch leading up to nor coming out of the turn, the generally accepted neutral zone is

200m but on the exit the lead rider should ease up and wait for the last rider in the bunch to round the turn and be back on the

bunch before cranking the speed back up.  Of course a rider (or group of riders) who are away do not have to wait for the bunch to

round the turn before resuming racing.  Attacking a bunch leading up to the turn (depending on the distance from the turn) may be

seen as un-sportsman like and should be avoided.

In a handicap the turns are not neutral but it is in the interests of a mark to stay together to work together and as such a self-

imposed neutrality is advisable, except maybe the last turn when there are members of longer marks hanging onto the back in the

hope for a tow home and a possible place in the sprint.  The other place a self-imposed neutrality is encouraged is the first lap of a

criterium race, this is not enforced but it is ‘nice’ to not start racing till everybody has cleated in and joined the bunch, there may

also be individuals in the race who have not had the opportunity to warm up (due to official duties) and a lap to just bed the legs

would be appreciated.

Standing up going up hill - not so much etiquette but technique.  Getting out of the saddle to ease the strain on the legs and

buttocks invariable results in the bike being ‘thrown backwards’ as the rider pulls themselves up to the standing position.  There

are two ways to avoid the front wheel of the following bike from meeting the back wheel of the leading bike and the following

rider from meeting the bitumen; the first is for the following rider to a) be aware of the situation and b) ride a bit further back (and

off to one side), the second is for the standing rider to not throw the bike back into the guy behind.  The first is common sense

albeit a bit hard to put into practice the fourth time up that little pinch after the turn at Macclesfield.  The second is attainable if,

when getting out of the saddle, the rider does not pull themselves up by their arms but pushes themselves up by their legs - try it.

Above all else be friendly to those around you, encourage those who are new to the sport, listen to those who have been around for

a while.  And as somebody once said; ‘do unto others as you would have them do unto you’, I don’t recall who it was but by God

it’s a good philosophy.  Have fun and enjoy your experiences.

*******************


